Abstract. We prove a conjecture on uniqueness and existence of the irregular vertex operators of rank r introduced in our previous paper [N]. We also introduce ramified irregular vertex operators of the Virasoro algebra. As applications, we give conjectural formulas for series expansions of Painlevé III and II tau functions in terms of our ramified irregular conformal blocks.
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to our paper [N] . There we considered two kinds of irregular vertex operators for the Virasoro algebra. One is an irregular vertex operator of rank zero from an irregular Verma module of rank r to another irregular Verma module of rank r: where v 0 = |Λ ′ , determine uniquely the irregular vertex operator Φ ∆ Λ ′ ,Λ (z) of rank zero. Another irregular vertex operators considered in the previous paper [N] is an irregular vertex operator of rank r from a Verma module to an irregular Verma module of rank r:
Λ , where λ = (λ 0 , . . . , λ r ) ∈ C r+1 . For this case, the action of the irregular vertex operator of rank r on the highest weight vector is same to the one for an irregular vertex operator of rank zero, however, the commutation relations are much more complicated. See Definition 2.1. We conjectured in [N] that the defining commutation relations, in other words, OPE, and the action on the highest weight vector still determine uniquely the irregular vertex operator of rank r.
Initially, Φ
[r],λ ∆,Λ (z) of rank r was introduced in [NS] as a confluent version of the primary field
Here, ϕ(z) is the free field. In this case, α, β and Λ are solved by λ and ∆. Applying the screening operator to the confluent primary field (1.3), we obtain an infinite number of irregular vertex operators of rank r parametrized by positive integer parameter p. One of our aim is to generalize confluent primary fields so that we can replace the integer parameter p with a complex parameter.
In this paper, we prove the conjecture on uniqueness and existence of the irregular vertex operators of rank r. Consequently, we have established a construction of formal power series expansions of irregular conformal blocks at the irregular singular point z, because formal power series expansions of irregular conformal blocks are given as expectation values of irregular vertex operators. We note that the previous results in [N] on irregular vertex operators of rank zero yield formal power series expansions of irregular conformal blocks at zero and infinity.
Following a remarkable discovery by [GIL12] that Painlevé VI tau function admits a Fourier expansion in terms of four point conformal blocks in the two dimensional conformal field theory, in the previous paper [N] , we also conjectured that Painlevé V and IV tau functions are expressed as Fourier transforms of irregular conformal blocks with the central charge c = 1, which are defined by using irregular vertex operators Φ ∆ Λ ′ ,Λ (z) of rank zero. As seen in [GIL13] , [BLMST] , we expect that expansions of Painlevé tau functions at the fixed singular points are expressed by Fourier transforms of irregular conformal blocks with the central charge c = 1. However, we had not succeeded to define irregular conformal blocks of the Virasoro algebra for expansions of Painlevé III, II and I tau functions at infinity.
It is known that an irregular Verma module M
[r]
Λ is irreducible if and only if Λ 2r 0 or Λ 2r−1 0 [FJK] , [LGZ] . We are concerned here with irregular vertex operators from an irregular Verma module M
0. Based on expectations that such cases were related to ramified irregular singularities, we formulate conditions that irregular vertex operators exist uniquely in that case. We see that these operators yield irregular conformal blocks expanded by z 1/2 , while the indices of the generators L n of the Virasoro algebra remain integers. In particular, our examples include asymptotic expansions of the Bessel function and the Airy function at infinity. Furthermore, we conjecture that Fourier transforms of our newly introduced ramified irregular conformal blocks give expansions of Painlevé III and II tau functions at infinity. By [BLMST] , ramified irregular conformal blocks with the central charge c = 1 are expected to be equal to magnetic and dyonic Nekrasov partition functions for Argyres-Douglas theories at self-dual Omega background ǫ 1 + ǫ 2 = 0. It may be interesting to explore what are counterparts of ramified irregular conformal blocks in Argyres-Douglas theories. A relation between H 1 Argyres-Douglas theory and Painlevé II was investigated in [GG] .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we prove the conjecture on uniqueness and existence of the irregular vertex operators of rank r. In Section 3, we give a definition of ramified irregular vertex operators and conjectures on Fourier transforms of Painlevé III and II tau functions in terms of ramified irregular conformal blocks.
Irregular vertex operators of rank r

Let us denote the Virasoro algebra by Vir
For a non-negative integer r, an irregular Verma module M
Λ is a representation of Vir with the vector
and M
[r]
Λ is spanned by linearly independent vectors of the form
Λ is a Verma module with the highest weight vector |Λ (Λ ∈ C), which we denote by
We set |µ| = µ 1 + · · · + µ k and denote by Y the set of all partitions.
Let us recall the definition of an irregular vertex operator of rank r introduced in [N] . Put
Λ (m ≥ 1). Notice that the commutation relations (2.1) of the rank r vertex operator and the condition (2.2) imply
for any n ≥ 0, where v −n = 0 for n > 0.
2.1. Uniqueness. In this section, we show that an irregular vertex operator of rank r is unique in the following sense. Proposition 2.3. For i = 0, . . . , r − 1 and k = 1, . . . , r, we have
where
From this proposition, β i (i = 1, . . . , r) should be solved as functions of λ j ( j = i, . . . , r).
Proposition 2.4. The parameters Λ n (n = r, . . . , 2r) are solved as
The defining relations (2.3) for v m are for n ≥ 0, however, it turns out that the actions of L n for n ≥ r on v m determine the irregular vertex operator uniquely. We use the following modified recursive relations for L n v m . Put L n = L n − Λ n , where Λ n = 0 if n > 2r.
Proposition 2.5. For n ≥ r, we have
Proof. From the defining relations (2.3) for n = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1, we have
for k = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1. Due to the relations above, we can eliminate the differential operators D n (n = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1) from the defining relations (2.3) for n ≥ r. As a result, we obtain the recursive relations (2.5).
Proposition 2.5 implies that the action of L n (n = r, . . . , 2r) on v m is a sum of v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v m−1 and the action of L n+2r (n ≥ 1) on v m is a sum of
Lemma 2.6 (see Lemma 2.22 in [N] ). For partitions ν and µ such that |ν| ≥ |µ|, we have
Proposition 2.7. We have
Proof. By the recursive relations (2.5), we have L ν v m = 0 for |ν| > m(r + 1). Hence, Lemma 2.6 implies v m is expressed as (2.6).
It is easy to see that by applying
ν are solved as polynomials in α, β 1 , . . . , β r , λ 0 , . . . , λ r , λ For r = 1, α = −2∆ + β 1 Λ 1 2Λ 2 and for r > 1,
Proof. We apply L ν (|ν| ≤ r + 1) to v 1 in order from largest to smallest. Then, it is easy to see that c
( 1) ν (|ν| ≤ r + 1) and α in the case of r = 1, and β r−1 in the case of r > 1 are uniquely solved due to (2.5).
Because the action of any L ν on v 1 kills the constant term c φ is solved when we compute v r+1 .
Let X m (m ∈ Z ≥0 ) be defined recursively by where f is a some polynomial of α, β 1 , . . . , β r , λ 0 , . . . , λ r , λ −1 r , ∆ and c
φ v 0 , L n X 1 = a n,1 v 0 = a n,1 X 0 for n > r. Suppose the identity (2.7) is true for m = 1, . . . , k − 1. Then, for n > r we have
We can show (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) in the same way. r , β r and ∆. In order to prove existence of the irregular vertex operator of rank r, we should prove the identity (2.3) for any n ≥ 0 and v m (m ≥ 0). We did not obtain a direct proof of it because we have to deal with differential equations involved in the identity (2.3). However, by the free field realization we know existence of irregular vertex operators of rank r when β r is parametrized by a positive integer p. Hence, the identity (2.3) for any n ≥ 0 and v m (m ≥ 0) holds for general β r . Therefore, we arrive at 
Ramified irregular vertex operators
In this section, we introduce a ramified irregular vertex operator of the Virasoro algebra. Using a ramified irregular vertex operator, we can construct a ramified irregular conformal block. As applications, we give conjectural formulas for series expansions of Painlevé III and II tau functions in terms of our ramified irregular conformal blocks.
Λ ′ is a linear operator satisfying
Λ ′ (m ≥ 1) and α, β i (i = 1, . . . , 2r − 1) are complex parameters.
An irregular Verma module M [r]
Λ is irreducible if and only if Λ 2r 0 or Λ 2r−1 0 [FJK] , [LGZ] . We remark that the irregular Verma module M 
We define actions of L −n for any positive integer n on a linear operator Φ(z) as follows.
where n ≥ 2 and
We define descendants of the irregular vertex operator Φ We denote such an irregular vertex operator as Φ ∆,β 2r−1 Λ,Λ (z) and call it a ramified irregular vertex operator.
3.1. Examples. In this subsection, we give examples of ramified irregular vertex operators and ramified irregular conformal blocks. Letṽ m be given by
